. We establish various approximations for the joint distribution of factors, by giving upper bounds on the total variation distance to simpler discrete distributions. For example, the counts for particular factors are approximately independent and geometrically distributed, and the counts for all factors of sizes 1,2, ...,b, where b = O(n/logn), are approximated by independent negative binomial random variables. As another example, the joint distribution of the large factors is close to the joint distribution of the large cycles in a random permutation. We show how these discrete approximations imply a Brownian motion functional central limit theorem and a Poisson-Dirichlet limit theorem, together with appropriate error estimates. We also give Poisson approximations, with error bounds, for the distribution of the total number of factors.
la. Introduction For integers q ^ 2 and n ^ 1 we consider random variables Y } = Yj(n), for j = 1,2,... ,n, whose joint distribution is given by From (1-3) one sees immediately that q n ^ nN q (n), and furthermore these two expressions are asymptotic, with relative error decaying exponentially fast as w->oo, since their difference is d\n,d<n d\n,d<n d^n/2
We will make repeated use of this simple bound, for our purposes the crucial property of the N g (i) . When q is a prime power, and F q is the finite field with q elements, N g (i) is the number of monic irreducible polynomials of order i over F g ; see Lidl and Niederreiter [20, p. 82ff.] . With n a random monic polynomial of degree n over F g , chosen uniformly at random from the q n possibilities, and Yj the number of irreducible factors of degree j in n, we have the joint distribution given by (M).
The decomposition of random polynomials into irreducible factors is an example of a multiset construction. For i ^ 1 there are N g (i) different types of objects of weight i, with an unlimited supply of each type of object. Among all possible multisets of total weight n, we select one at random, and let Y } be the number of objects of weighty included; the joint distribution of these counts is given by (1"1) . See Flajolet and Soria [14] and Arratia and Tavare [1] for probabilistic treatments of multisets in general. WithiV 9 (i) given by (1) (2) , where q is any positive integer, the total number of possible multisets of weight n is q n , and (1"3) is valid. This multiset construction for general q ^ 2, n ^ 1 can be interpreted in terms of necklaces (Metropolis and Rota [21, 22] ).
The purpose of this paper is to investigate simplifying approximations, with error bounds, for the joint distribution in (1 -1). Our starting point was the result from Car [5] , that for large n and k <^ logw, the number of polynomials with exactly k factors is very close to {n" 1 <?
Effectively, the Poisson distribution with mean log n serves to approximate the distribution of the total number of factors, minus 1. Our approximations to (1-1) are also expressed in terms of comparison to simpler random objects, such as independent negative binomial random variables, Poisson processes, and random permutations. In particular, the joint distribution of large factor sizes of a random polynomial is similar to the joint distribution of large cycle sizes in a uniform random permutation, about which much is known, see for example Kolchin [17] .
Using a bijection discovered by Gessel and Reutenauer [15] between {1,..., q} n and multisets of necklaces, Diaconis, McGrath, and Pitman [10] found the distribution (1-1) for the cycle structure of non-uniformly distributed random permutations of n elements derived from random riffle shuffles. In their setting, the parameter q represents the number of decks into which the original deck is cut before the riffle shuffle, and can be any positive integer, not necessarily a prime power. They give a variety of exact formulae for the distribution of the counts, analogous to classical formulae for the uniform case. Using the method of moments, they obtain the On random polynomials over finite fields 349 asymptotic independence and negative binomial distribution of the small counts, and the same Poisson-Dirichlet limit for the big counts as for the cycles of a uniformly distributed random permutation. Hansen [16] establishes a PoissonDirichlet limit distribution for a general class of combinatorial structures whose generating functions have a logarithmic singularity, and observes that polynomials over finite fields satisfy this condition. Here, we systematically establish approximations for the joint distribution of factors, by giving upper bounds on the total variation distance to simpler discrete distributions. For example, the counts for individual factors are approximately independent and geometrically distributed, and the counts for all factors of sizes 1,2,...,b, where 6 = O(n/log n), are approximated by independent negative binomial random variables. As another example, the joint distribution of the large factors is close to the joint distribution of the large cycles in a random permutation. We show how these discrete approximations imply, as easy corollaries, a Brownian motion functional central limit theorem and a Poisson-Dirichlet limit theorem, together with appropriate error estimates. We conclude with Poisson approximations, with error bounds, for the distribution of the total number of factors.
Notation
We use the language of random polynomials throughout this paper. For the general case, q can be any integer at least two, not necessarily a prime power. The multisets considered here, having q n objects of weight n, may still be described in terms of polynomials decomposed into products of monic irreducible factors. To do this, use the field of rationals. Pick N q (i) irreducible polynomials of degree i, such as
, where p k is the i t h prime. Consider all products of these, and select at random any of the q n such products of degree n, with all possibilities equally likely. Y i is the number of factors of degree i, so 2J" iY ( = n. Y i are independent negative binomial (N q (i),q~l) random variables, which give the distributional limit of the Y t , as n^-oo. % are independent Poisson random variables, with the same means as the Y t . X] is the number of occurrences of the irreducible factor <p p under an arbitrary fixed enumeration of the possible factors. S(j) is the degree of <j> } , so that 2 S(j)X } = n and Y t = S Z , l(S(j) = i). X } are independent geometric (q~S (J) ) random variables, which give the distributional limit of the X, as n-*<X). K' o = S Y i = TiX } is the total number of irreducible factors, for a randomly chosen polynomial of degree n. M k is the label of the &th factor selected in size-biassed sampling, so 8(M k ) is the size of that factor. We take 8(0) = 0 and set
L k is the size of the &th largest factor degree in a randomly chosen polynomial of degree n, with value 0 if there are fewer than k factors. A k is the size of the kth oldest cycle in a random permutation of n objects, with value 0 if k > K o , the total number of cycles. Check that n = 2 f c > 1 A k . C t is the number of cycles of size i, so SiC 4 = n and C i = Sj. l(A fc = i).
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A h is the size of the kth largest cycle in a random permutation of n objects, with value 0 if there are fewer than k cycles.
2.
Size-biassed sampling The cycle structure of random permutations is most easily analysed in terms of a size-biassed sampling scheme, which not only generates the cycle structure but also gives an ordering among the cycles. We describe here two constructions that generate an ordered list of lengths of cycles. The first construction is motivated by a 'record value process' (Renyi [24] ). Let (^) ;3 .i be independent Bernoulli (j~*) random variables, set T r = 1 = min {j > 0: I t = 1}, and define , t > 2.
Let K o = max {i: T t < n+1}. The T t can be used to generate a uniformly distributed permutation of {1,2,..., n}, where K o is the number of cycles, A x = n +1 -T K is the length of the cycle containing 1, A 2 = T K -T K _ 1 is the length of the cycle containing the smallest element not in the first cycle, and so on. The length A t of the ith cycle is
A second description of the same size biassed sampling scheme has random variables T t and K o such that (T ls T 2 ,...,T K +1 ) has the same distribution as (Tg +1 , f e<> ,..., f 2 , fj. Set f^ = n +1, and, given %.".., f t _ x , if %_ x > 1 choose f t uniformly at random from the integers {1,2,..., 7J_j -1}; otherwise if !7j_ 1 
From this second coupling one sees that for all
Aspects of these two constructions of the cycle structure of a random permutation have been exploited in several places, among them Feller [12] , Vershik and Shmidt [26] , Diaconis and Pitman [9] , Donnelly and Joyce[ll], Barbour [3] , and Arratia, Barbour and Tavare [2] . In order to obtain a parallel construction for the factorization of a random polynomial n of degree n, let <j> 0 denote the unit polynomial, and let the allowable irreducible monic polynomials be listed in some order as <j> x , <j> 2 , LetX,-denote the number of times <j> } appears as a factor in n, and let
is the degree of (j) p so that Y d denotes the number of factors of degree d in n. Now consider the random sequence of integers (M k ) k>1 constructed as follows. Choose n uniformly at random, and then select its irreducible factors one at a time, by sampling at random from those not already selected, with probabilities proportional to their degree. If factor <f> m is selected at step k, setM k = m. If n is exhausted after k steps, set Mj = 0, j > k, and set K' o = k. Then it is easily seen that
The general joint probability is determined by the formula 
In order to exhibit a parallel between (2-4) and (2-1), it is necessary to note the following facts about our random polynomials. First, of the q n allowable polynomials of degree n, q n~r have a given allowable irreducible polynomial p of degree r < n as a factor, which, expressed in terms of probabilities, says that
Secondly, as proved after (1*3), the number N g (d) of irreducible monic polynomials of degree d satisfies
Thus, if obtaining the same factor twice were unusual, as is the case if q is big, the right hand side of (2-4) might be expected to be close to
because of (2-5), and (2-6) then suggests that this is in turn almost the right hand side of (2-1). Thus a parallel with the cycle structure of a random permutation seems reasonable, insofar as the above argument can be made precise. It turns out that, even for q small, much can be gained by this approach: see Section 5. However, equation (2) (3) (4) (5) suggests an even more direct line of investigation.
Factors of small degree
Let J k = {j: S(j) ^ k}, and write X(J k ) for the vector (XpjeJ k ) with components ordered by increasing j . Let c = (c p j e J k ) be a similar vector of non-negative integers. Then (25) implies that
whenever ^j eJk c } S(j) < n, and P[X(J k ) ^ c] = 0 otherwise. This suggests that, if k ^ n, the distribution of X(J k ) should be close to that of a vector of independent geometric random variablesX, ~ Ge(q~m), where Ge(0){r} = (l -6)6 r ,r'^0. This is the substance of the following theorem. Proof. To start with, observe that if Z = (ZpjeJ k ) is any non-negative random vector,
where 3) r is the set of all r-subsets of J k and e s denotes the sth coordinate vector. Using (3-2) on X(J k ) and X(J k ) for c satisfying ^j eJ CjS(j) -I ^n yields
On the other hand, using (2-6),
Hence the relative error in approximating where the Y t are independent negative binomial NB (N g (i) ,q~l) random variables. Elementary computations, using (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) Hence, for such z,
If A; ^ log n/logfyp), we can take z = (n/2k) 1/lc in (3-7), which yields
To obtain the estimate which is valid for all k, take z = 1 + (3&)" 1 ^ 2g/3 and use the weaker inequality
The theorem follows from (3) (4) (5) , (3) (4) (5) (6) , (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) and (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . I Recall that Y t are independent negative binomial NB (N Q (i), q 4 ) random variables. Proof. This follows from Theorem 3 -1 together with the fact that taking functionals never increases total variation distance, so
In fact, we have equality: see Arratia and Tavare [1] . I Remark 34. This last result demonstrates the main difference between the factor structure in a random polynomial and the cycle structure of a random permutation.
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In the latter, the numbers of small cycles come very close to having independent Poisson distributions, with mean d' 1 for cycles of order d. The corresponding approximation for the numbers of factors of small degree is by independent negative binomial distributions, with NB (N q (d),q~d) 
Factors of medium degree
In this section, we use the total variation estimate in Corollary 3 -3 to study the factors of medium size, proving that the process B n denned by is close to a standard Brownian motion. The basis of the argument is the 'method of the common probability space'. We shall, without further comment, always assume that our space is rich enough to support all our constructions. We begin with the following elementary moment calculation.
Proof. For the left hand inequality, observe that, from (25) This last inequality follows from the estimate
because Be (p) is stochastically smaller than the other two distributions, so that the Wasserstein distance is in each case just the difference of the means. Adding over i gives completing the proof. I Now define and observe that, using (2-6) as in the proof of Lemma 4-1, sup \u n (t) -t log n\ ^ c < oo for a fixed constant c not depending on n. The partial sums 2|_j Y t can then be thought of as the values taken by a Poisson process at times w n (^), where n l > = j . This is the basis for the approximation theorem which follows. THEOREM 
4-4. It is possible to construct B n and a standard Brownian motion B on the same probability space, in such a way that
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Proof. Let Z be a Poisson process constructed to satisfy for all t such that n l is integral. A standard Brownian motion B can then be constructed on the same space in such a way that
\Z(t)-t-B(t)\ " sup^-^-• -= K<oo, Jo
2 V l o g < where Ee AK < oo for some A > 0, and so, in particular, EK < oo. This follows from the theorem of Komlos, Major and Tusnady [18] ; see also Kurtz [19] , Lemma 31. With this construction,
\Z(u n (t))-u n (t)-B(u n (t))\^K(2 + logu n (l)),
Now, by the triangle inequality,
\V(log n)B n (t)-B(t log n)\ ^ \Z(u n {t))-u n {t)-B{u n {t))\ Y t -Z(u n (t))
[]
JZ{Y t -f { ) + \u n (t) -1 log n\ + \B(u n (t)) -B(t log n)\, (4-4) and hence, writing B(t) = B(t log n)/-\/(log n), sup \B n (t) -B(t)\ +Rn i+Rn
2+^_^P o^\B(u(t ) )mo g n)\
Now we have already established that EK < oo and that
In addition, it follows easily from Csorgo and Revesz [7] , Lemma 1.
2.1, that E ( sup \B(u) -B(v)\) = O( V(log log 7i)), u, t)< log n+c )
and a calculation based on the crude estimate r i n P max ^rk2Po(2/i){[r,oo)}, r ^ 2,
is enough to show that E(max 1^i$n i^) < 5. Equation (4-2) now follows. I
Remark 45. Theorem 4-4 highlights another similarity between the factor structure of a random polynomial and the cycle structure of a random permutation.
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The weak convergence of B n to B was proved first in the context of random permutations by DeLaurentis and Pittel [8] . Remark 46. Instead of using a Brownian motion as an approximation to B n , one could equally well use a centred and normalized Poisson process, in the form {P(t log TO) -t log 7i}/\/(l o g n )> m which case no appeal need be made to the Komlos, Major and Tusnady theorem. In fact, the main conclusion to be drawn from this section, explaining why the factor and cycle structures are alike, is that d TV (Se((Y t , I < t < *)), &{{Y t , * < t < *))) = 0(nr ), (4-6) where
the Yfi being independent Poisson variates. This estimate, which covers all factors of medium degree, follows directly from the proofs of Lemmas 4-2 and 4-3, since
Another result in the same spirit is given in Theorem 5 -8.
Factors of large degree
Although the joint distribution of the numbers of factors of small degree is not the same as that of the small cycles in a random permutation, the distinction fades as soon as either q or the sizes of the factors become large. For instance, for large n, the distribution of the number of factors of degree d,
The results of this section exploit this similarity.
We start by making precise comparisons between (2-1) and (2-4). Proof. This follows from (23) and Lemma 5"3(ii), using the inequality (1 -x)" 1 ê xp {3a;/2} in 0 < x < |. I
The comparisons of probabilities in Corollaries 5-2 and 54 lead immediately to the following comparison between the factor and cycle processes, which shows that they are close in distribution if q is large. If q is not large, it still makes sense to approximate the joint distribution of the large factors. For 1 ^ r ^ n, take x = X( r ) to consist of elements (k, (d t )f =1 ) such that now k^l, d t^l for each i, Sfj/dj^w-r and n -r < 2f_j d t < n. Let (K r , (A^j^^x) denote the random element of x obtained by taking the cycle lengths sampled as above, but stopping when fewer than r objects are left to be permuted, and let (K' r , (8(M i )) liliK ') be the corresponding random element derived from the factor process. Then The space (J^,d H ) is a natural choice for the distributional approximation of factor splittings by cycle splittings, because of Theorem 5"8, but has drawbacks as far as limiting procedures are concerned: it does not support the GEM or Poisson-Dirichlet distributions; removing the restriction of the cut points to the rationals, so as to include these distributions, would give a non-separable space; and, in any case, because these distributions give zero probability to rational cut points, the d H distance between the ' limiting' distributions and the factor distributions for finite n would not approach zero as n->co. ) < e puts a uniform bound of 2e on the component differences, and
There can be no comparable inequality in the other direction, because d{ju, {1) , fi i2) ) < e sets no limit on max^^l^j 1 '-t/j 2) |, and thus rate estimates expressed in terms of d G , if obtainable, seem preferable to rates in terms of d, because of the extra control that they imply. However, d(ju, (n) ,/J,) -*• 0 easily implies that d G (fi (n) ,/i)->0, so that d G and d are topologically equivalent. The space C&,d G ) is thus separable, and, in view of (5-7), is also complete. Now let ©^ and 0^' denote the random elements of Jf corresponding to the size-biassed cycle lengths and factor degrees respectively: thus, in the notation of Section 2, Now take k = (c gl r)i I
We now turn to approximation by the limit processes. In view of Theorems 59 and 5" 10, it is enough to work either with factors or with cycles, and we choose the latter, because the structure is simpler.
On random polynomials over finite fields 363 THEOREM 5-11. It is possible to construct 0 and 0^" on the same probability space, in such a way that, for 4 log n ^ r < n, Hence also £ [^( 0^, 0)] = 0{n~x log n).
Proof. Let (U^l^l) be independent U[0,1] random variables, and define V t = n^.j U l for j > 1, and 0 as in (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . We use the second construction of Section 2 as the basis for an explicit coupling of with the F 3 s, in such a way that 0 < F^ -V t ^n x for as long as possible. To start with, sample U^ = F x , and set 
